
E-DRAMA STORYLINE SAMPLE 
This article is a suggestion of how to present a story idea only. It is not reflective of characters or 

events to be included in the E-Drama serial. 

One summer day, Jeremy (aged 9) and his best friend Ricky Huskisson – better known as ‘Frog’ due 

to his husky, croaky voice – decide to go fishing. Jade, Jeremy’s needy, goody two shoes twin sister 

accompanies them and Ricky leads them through a wood to a lake situated on private land. When 

Jeremy asks if they’re allowed on private property, Frog tells him all the local kid’s fish there. 

Jeremy and Frog begin fooling around. Enjoying themselves, laughing out loud, they attract the 

attention of an old man named Harry Wise who lives in a house nearby. Harry is the owner of the 

private land and tells Jeremy, Jade and Frog to clear off, saying kids like them are ruining his 

property and the environment by fishing in his lake. Frog hurls abuse at him causing Harry to leave in 

disgust. Before he departs however he threatens the kids to “scarper”, or else! 

Jade feels guilty about Frogs behaviour and demands to be taken home. She moans at Jeremy, 

begging him to take her, but when he refuses she wanders off by herself. Jade fails to return home 

later that evening. 

Shortly after Jade’s departure, Harry returns giving the boys one more warning to get off his land. 

Frog again verbally insults him, to be silenced when Harry aims a shotgun in his direction. Fed up 

with kids like them, thinking they need to be taught a lesson, Harry leads the two boys at gunpoint 

to a shed in his garden where he locks them both inside. Jeremy and Frog are now frightened! 

It’s beginning to get late when Aaron - Jeremy’s dad - arrives home after a long day at work, voicing 

his concerns about the whereabouts of his son and daughter. After an unsuccessful local search, he 

rounds up some other family members forming a search party. Guy – his eldest son – mentions the 

fishing lake and they stake out the area, to be alarmed when they come across the boy’s abandoned 

fishing gear. Calling out the boys names, they manage to find a lost Jade who responds to their calls. 

She’s been lost in the woods for hours.  

Jade tells them about their run in with Harry and Guy suggests they call the police, but Aaron is 

determined to check out Harry first. He calls at his house, asking if he’s seen his missing son and 

friend, but Harry denies all knowledge of ever seeing them. (Jade knows this to be a lie.) Aaron says 

he’ll have to call in the police and, realising he’s no mobile reception, asks if he can use Harry’s 

telephone. To this, Harry slams the door in his face. 

Knowing something’s wrong, Aaron begins calling out his son’s name and Jeremy and Frog respond 

from the shed where they’re imprisoned. Discovering the boy’s are locked in, Aaron tells Guy to call 

the police while he tries to rescue the boys. Checking to make sure they’re unharmed before telling 

them everything will be okay - he’ll get them out soon – he freezes when Harry points the shotgun at 

his head saying:  

“Oh yeah?” (end of episode) 

Aaron remains calm, explaining the police are on their way. On hearing this, Harry lowers the gun 

and apologises saying he was only trying to protect his land. Releasing the boys from the shed, 

Jeremy is reunited with his concerned family just as the police arrive. Harry is arrested and taken 

away for questioning, while a shaken Jeremy and Frog realise the consequences of their trespassing. 

The kids are taken home where Jeremy is chastised for letting his sister wander off, getting lost in 

the woods on her own. 
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